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KEY BISCAYNE http://www.detroitlionsteamonline.com/austin-bryant-jersey , Fla. (AP) — the
go-ahead Wednesday to decide whether to refine the new rule allowing replay challenges involving pass
interference.The proposed tweak would take the decision on whether to review in the final two minutes
of each half out of the hands of the officials. Reviews in the final two minutes would instead require a
coach’s challenge.Owners voted to hold the NFL draft in Cleveland in 2021, the 75th anniversary of the
Browns, and in Kansas City in 2023. The league said it delayed choosing a site for 2022 because about
20 cities are interested in hosting that year.Regarding pass interference, the league fears too many
stoppages of play in the closing minutes if those reviews are left up to the officials. A decision on
whether to require a coach’s challenge in the final two minutes will come after the competition committee
consults with coaches next month.Owners voted in March to allow pass interference calls or non-calls to
be challenged by coaches and reviewed via replay as a one-year experiment. Under the rule adopted
then, in the final two minutes only officials in the booth can stop the game for reviews involving pass
interference, as is the case with other reviewable plays.The competition committee may also exempt
Hail Mary passes so they’re not reviewable. That change would require coming up with a formal
definition of a Hail Mary.“We really don’t want our games to end on a review,” said Atlanta Falcons
president and CEO Rich McKay, a member of the committee.A proposed rule change requiring each
team to have one possession in overtime was tabled for lack of support. The change was pushed by the
Chiefs, who lost last season’s AFC championship game without getting the ball in overtime because the
Patriots won the toss, received the kickoff and scored a touchdown.There’s some support among
owners to change the overtime rule in the postseason only, football operations chief Troy Vincent said.
The league is expected to revisit the subject next year.The 2021 draft is the latest major sports event
landed by Cleveland.“It’s a big, big deal for our area, one of the founding areas of the NFL
Max Scharping Jersey
,” Browns owner Jimmy Haslam said.Cleveland will also host this year’s MLB All-Star Game, the 2022
NBA All-Star Game and the 2024 NCAA Women’s Final Four.Las Vegas hosts next year’s NFL draft.On
other issues:—Owners voted to eliminate the so-called Oklahoma drill and similar drills that involve
especially violent one-on-one contact and have historically been popular early in training camp. A study
found one of every five concussions during an NFL season occurs in the first two weeks of camp.“We
saw a certain area at the beginning of training camp where we felt could make greater improvement,”
Commissioner Roger Goodell said, “and I think removing some of these drills across all 32 teams is the
right way to do that. We also believe by prohibiting some of these drills, that will happen at the college
and high school and youth football levels, which we believe should happen.”The ban follows an
examination of data and practice video with coaches, general managers and former players.“I think
some of the coaches were a little defensive at the start, and probably the biggest advocates at the end,”
McKay said.—Marijuana for pain management will be studied by a new committee of medical experts
appointed by the league and players union as part of an effort to address player health. Marijuana is
banned by the league.“There are a lot of alternative pain medications and treatments,” Goodell said.
“Those are the types of things we want this committee to focus on. One of those is what role medical
marijuana can have.”—Goodell said the NFL will wait to decide the status of suspended Chiefs receiver
Tyreek Hill, who is the subject of a domestic violence investigation. “We will not interfere with that,”
Goodell said. “We will obviously be cooperative with whatever the court wants. We are prepared to have
an interview whenever we have the permission to do so, and then we’ll make a determination.”—League
officials also announced that the NFL’s annual scouting combine will continue to be held in Indianapolis
Brian Burns Jersey
, though it will be moving many of the workout drills to the afternoon and prime time in hopes of
expanding the television audience. Those drills have traditionally been held in the morning and
afternoon.Colts owner Jim Irsay wrote on Twitter that after 2021, there will be a series of one-year
options to keep the combine in Indy.—Sunday divisional playoff games will now start at 3 p.m. and 6:30
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p.m. EST to match the starting times for the conference title games the next Sunday. The idea is to
increase ratings.— Assistant and positional coaches in the NFL and college have been invited to attend
a coaching summit June 24-25 in Atlanta as part of an effort to strengthen the coaching and personnel
development pipeline.—The league said more than 800 youth football summer camps and activities will
be hosted this year by current players, former players, coaches and teams. For Ryan Tannehill, the pain
persists. It hurts to throw, and it hurts not to play.The Miami Dolphins quarterback will rest his injured
throwing shoulder for the next several days and has been ruled out of Sunday’s game at Green Bay,
meaning replacement Brock Osweiler will make his fifth consecutive start.More Miami Dolphins
newsDolphins sign hometown WR Allen Hurns to 1-year contractNew Dolphins coach Brian Flores has
his own daily workout at training campDolphins assistant coach Jim Caldwell takes leave of absence to
address health issuesTwo-time Pro Bowl safety Reshad Jones rejoins Dolphins after skipping voluntary
practicesDolphins QBs Josh Rosen, Ryan Fitzpatrick embrace battle for No. 1 jobThe Dolphins (5-4)
have a bye next week. The goal is for Tannehill to return for the game at Indianapolis on Nov. 25, he and
coach Adam Gase said.But Tannehill said his shoulder still hurts on every throw. And the bigger issue is
a lack of arm strength.“The pain I can deal with,” he said Wednesday, speaking to the media for the first
time since he was hurt Oct. 7. “It’s not just pushing through pain. It’s physically being able to get the ball
where it needs to go.”After being hurt against Cincinnati, Tannehill rested his arm for 10 days and then
began a throwing program. But every pass puts stress on the capsule, and the result when he threw was
disappointing
http://www.pantherscheapshop.com/cheap-a...c-greg-little-jersey
, Tannehill said.“It just wasn’t close to where it needs to be to do the job,” he said.With progress slow
and uneven, the Dolphins decided more rest is best.“We haven’t had the jump that he was looking for,”
Gase said. “That’s why we’re kind of taking a step back.”A step back sounds like setback, but Tannehill
said he’s confident he’ll play again this season — perhaps even at Indy.“It has been kind of a weird
deal,” he said. “I’ll shut it back down, and we’ll see where we’re at next week.”The Dolphins have been
hit hard by injuries this year. Gase said the status this week of tackles Laremy Tunsil and Ja’Wuan
James, both nursing knee injuries, likely won’t be determined until shortly before the game.Both were
limited in practice Wednesday.Tannehill said he expects to play through pain the rest of the year when
he returns. There’s no indication surgery will be needed after the season, he said.Miami is 2-2 with
Osweiler starting. The Packers game will be the 25th out of the past 30 that Tannehill has missed
because of injuries.“Whenever you’re not able to play, it’s extremely hard,” he said. “Unfortunately it’s
part of this business.”
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